Abstract. We consider a natural way of extending the Lebesgue covering dimension to various classes of infinite dimensional topological groups. The dimension function that we introduce extends Lebesgue covering dimension, has the hereditary property, and has a product theory that is more similar to the product theory for the finite dimensional case.
All spaces in this paper are assumed to be separable and metrizable. In a previous paper [5] we introduced a dimension function called game dimension and denoted dim G (·). Game dimension is an extension of Lebesgue covering dimension, denoted dim. For a separable metrizable space X, dim G (X) ≤ ω 1 (Theorem 21 of [5] ), and when dim G (X) < ω 1 , then in fact X is a selectively screenable space 1 (Theorem 22 of [5] ). Also, an infinite dimensional separable metric space X is countable dimensional if, and only if, n = dim G (X) = ω (Theorem 2.2 of [2] ). Though the theory of game dimension has some nice properties it has two drawbacks: Unlike in the finite or countable case, game dimension does not have nice hereditary properties for spaces with game dimension larger than ω, and its product theory also contains properties not present for the finite dimensional case it generalizes.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a dimension function which extends Lebesgue covering dimension, has the hereditary property, and has a product theory that is more similar to the product theory for the finite dimensional case. The classical embedding theorem of Menger and Nöbeling provides one inspiration for this new dimension function, to be denoted dim nbd (·): Every separable metric space X of covering dimension n is homeomorphic to a subspace of R 2·n+1 . Now R 2·n+1 is a topological group under addition. A game theoretic characterization of finite dimension n in topological groups ( [4] , Theorem 15) is the second source of inspiration for our new dimension function. Relative to the group R 2·n+1 we obtain dim(X) = dim nbd (X). Indeed, for any topological group (H, * ) such that finite dimensional metric space X is homeomorphic to a subspace of H we have dim(X) = dim nbd (X). Given a topological group (H, * ) we define an infinite game on (H, * ) and use the length required so that TWO would have a winning strategy to define a dimension for H. Corresponding dimension values can be defined for topological subspaces X of H. When the group (H, * ) is clear from context, the dimension of X as derived from the game is denoted dim nbd (X).
For the class of separable metric spaces there are several choices of a separable metric group (H, * ) such that each separable metric space is homeomorphic to a subspace of the group. The group (R N , +) is such an example. By the classical theorem of Banach and Mazur that every separable metric space embeds isometrically into the topological group (C[0, 1], +) of continuous real-valued functions on the unit interval endowed with the supremum norm, is another example. Any such group is a candidate relative to which a corresponding dimension function dim nbd may be defined. For the results presented in this paper the reader may use either of these groups as the group relative to which the new dimension function is computed. We do not address in this paper the important question of determining the separable metric spaces X for which dim nbd (X) does not depend on the group into which X is homeomorphically embedded. At this point we do not have an example of an X for which this dependence occurs.
Selection principles, open covers and games
Let (H, * ) be a topological group with identity element e. We will assume that H is not compact. The collection of all open covers is denoted by O.
The set O(U ) = {x * U : x ∈ H} is an open cover of H. The symbol
denotes the collection of all such open covers of H. Now we describe the relevant selection principles for this paper. Let S be an infinite set, and let A and B be collections of families of subsets of S. The selection principle S 1 (A, B) is defined as follows:
For each sequence (A n : n ∈ N) of elements of A there is a sequence (B n : n ∈ N) such that for each n we have B n ∈ A n , and {B n : n ∈ N} ∈ B. The selection principle S c (A, B), introduced in [2] , is defined as follows:
For each sequence (A n : n < ∞) of elements of the family A there exists a sequence (B n : n < ∞) such that for each n B n is a pairwise disjoint family refining A n , and n<∞ B n is a member of the family B.
We say that a space is selectively screenable if it has the property S c (O, O). The class of spaces satisfying S c (O, O) was introduced in [1] . We should point out that the selection principles The metrizable space X is said to be Haver [9] with respect to a metric d if there is for each sequence ( n : n < ∞) of positive reals a sequence (V n : n < ∞) where each V n is a pairwise disjoint family of open sets, each of d-diameter less than n , such that n<∞ V n is a cover of X.
A topological space X has the Hurewicz property if for each sequence U n , n < ∞ of open covers of X there is a sequence F n , n < ∞ of finite sets such that each F n ⊂ U n , and for each x ∈ X, the set {n : x ∈ ∪F n } is finite. We should point out that every σ-compact space has the Hurewicz property.
Let α be an ordinal number.
The game G α 1 (A, B) associated with the selection principle S 1 (A, B) is as follows:
The players play an inning per γ < α. In the γ-th inning ONE first chooses an A γ ∈ A: TWO then responds with a B γ ∈ A γ . A play A 0 , B 0 , · · · , A γ , B γ , · · · of length α is won by TWO if {B γ : γ < α} ∈ B. Else, ONE wins. The game G α c (A, B) associated with the selection principle S c (A, B) is as follows: The players play an inning per γ < α. In the γ-th inning ONE first chooses an A γ ∈ A: TWO then responds with a pairwise disjoint family of sets B γ that refines A γ . A play A 0 , B 0 , · · · , A γ , B γ , · · · of length α is won by TWO if n∈N B n ∈ B. Else, ONE wins. When for a set S and families A and B there is an ordinal number α such that TWO has a winning strategy in the game G α c (A, B) played on S, then we define tp Sc(A,B) (S) to be min{α : TWO has a winning strategy in G α c (A, B) on S}. We now define for topological group H the neighborhood game dimension of H, denoted dim nbd (H), by
The starting point for exploration of such game dimension of G is the following result from [4] . Theorem 1. Let (H, * ) be a metrizable group. Then the following are equivalent:
We also have the following satisfying property of the neighborhood game dimension in the case of countable dimensional spaces:
. Let H be a metrizable group. The following are equivalent:
(
If for subspace X of the topological group H we define O X to be the collection of covers of X by sets open in H, then the game G α c (O nbd , O X ) is defined, as well as the ordinal function tp Sc(Onbd,OX ) (H). Then we can defined 1 + dim nbd (X) = tp Sc(Onbd,OX ) (H). The techniques for proving Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 apply also to this case: We find that for every finite dimensional space X ⊆ H, dim nbd (X) = dim(X), and for each countable (and not finite) dimensional space X ⊆ H, dim nbd (X) = ω. Note that the concept dim nbd is defined relative to the group H. It is not clear how important the parameter H is. In this paper we assume
Selected examples and basic theorems.
A few examples from classical and recent literature are useful in illustrating some of the properties of the dimension function dim nbd . For the reader's convenience we collect some of these here for reference further in the paper.
Example 1: (S. Mazurkiewicz) There exists a strongly infinite dimensional complete metric space M which is totally disconnected. Example 3: (J. van Mill and R. Pol) There exists a complete metric space V with the properties that V = X Y where X is countable dimensional and every C ⊆ V \ X which is closed in V is countable dimensional, but V × V is strongly infinite dimensional. ( [11] , Example 1.1) Example 4: (E. Pol and R. Pol) There exists a complete metric space (E, d) such that E = X Y where X is countable dimensional and every C ⊆ E \ X which is closed in E is countable dimensional, but E × E does not have the Haver property in the equivalent metric ρ((
Example 5: (E. Pol) There exists a separable metric space F of the form X Y such that X is countable dimensional and for any closed subset C of F such that C ⊆ Y , C is zerodimensional, and there is a zerodimensional subset B of the real line such that F × B is strongly infinite dimensional. ( [12] The following theorems are among the fundamental tools we use to compute upper bounds for dim nbd :
) is a complete metric space which is not compact, then it has a compactification L(X) of the form X ∪ C where C is a union of countably many compact finite dimensional spaces.
Theorem 4 (Hurewicz-Tumarkin, [10] ). Let n be a non-negative integer. A separable metric space X is n-dimensional if, and only if, it is the union of n + 1 but not fewer zero-dimensional subsets.
Another basic tool is the following theorem (Theorem 2 of [4] ) slightly adapted: Theorem 5. Let (H, * ) be a metrizable topological group and let X be a subspace of H. The following are equivalent:
(2) X has the Haver property in all left invariant metrics of (H, * ).
The following fact is Theorem 5 of [3]:
Theorem 6. For a subspace X of a metrizable Hurewicz space Y the following are equivalent: Corollary 7. For a subspace X of a metrizable Hurewicz group (H, * ) the following are equivalent:
The relationship between the dimension functions dim G and dim nbd
It is convenient that game dimension provides an upper bound for dim nbd , since there are already some techniques (see [5] ) for computing game dimension: Theorem 8. Let (H, * ) be a topological group and let X ⊆ H be a subspace of H.
Proof: Let σ be a winning strategy for TWO in the game G
of O X (U n ). By Theorem II.21.1 on p. 226 of [10] there is a canonical disjoint family F of open sets in H such that {X ∩ U :
Then τ is a winning strategy for TWO in the game
We shall see that the inequality between dim nbd and dim G can in fact be strict, even for completely metrizable spaces.
Corollary 9. For any topological group (H, * ) which contains a homeomorphic copy of the space K, we have dim nbd (K) = ω + 1.
Proof: K is not countable dimensional, so by Theorem 15 of [4] , dim nbd (K) > ω. Now apply Theorem 8 and the fact from [5] that dim G (K) = ω + 1.
Monotonicity of dim nbd .
A well-known classical theorem states Theorem 10 (Monotonicity). If Y is a finite dimensional metric space and
This monotonicity theorem does not hold for the dimension function dim G : The compact metric space K of Example 2 contains the strongly infinite dimensional subspace M of Example 1, and by the results of [5] 
The monotonicity theorem holds for our new dimension function dim nbd . Theorem 11. Let (H, * ) be a topological group and let X ⊆ Y ⊆ H be subspaces of H.
Proof: Let α be the minimal ordinal such that TWO has a winning strategy in the game G The Mazurkiewicz space M of Example 1 is a subspace of K, is complete and is strongly infinite dimensional. By Theorem 22 of [5] we have dim G (M) = ω 1 . But by Theorem 11 and Corollary 9, dim nbd (M) = ω + 1.
Products
Menger's product theorem ( [10] Theorem II.VIII on p. 301) states:
Theorem 12. For X and Y finite dimensional separable metric spaces,
Thus, when dim(Y ) = 0, we have dim(X × Y ) = dim(X). This particular consequence of Menger's product theorem also holds for our new dimension function dim nbd as is shown below in Theorem 13. The analogue of Theorem 13 does not hold for game dimension dim G . To see this consider Example 1 in [12] : Examining the details of this example we see that a separable metric space X and a set B of real numbers are constructed so that dim G (X) = ω + 1 and dim G (B) = 0, but dim G (X × B) = ω 1 .
Theorem 13.
For (H, * ) and (K, * ) topological groups and (K, * ) zero-dimensional,
Proof: Fix an ordinal α with dim nbd (H) = α and let σ be a winning strategy for TWO in the game G 1+α c (O nbd , O) on (H, * ). Define a strategy τ of TWO as follows: When in inning γ ONE chooses a neighborhood U γ × V γ , TWO applies strategy σ to find
is a disjoint family of open sets. We must see that it refines O(U γ × V γ ), and that TWO wins each play of length 1 + α played using τ .
Choose an x ∈ G with A ⊆ x * U γ , and choose a y ∈ H with B ⊆ y * V γ . Then A × B ⊆ (x, y) * U γ × V γ and the latter is an element of O(U γ × V γ ).
To see that TWO wins a play of length 1 + α, consider an (x, y) ∈ G × H. Since σ is a winning strategy for TWO in G 1+α c (O nbd , O) on H, find a γ < 1 + α with x ∈ σ(O(U δ ) : δ ≤ γ), and choose A ∈ σ(O(U δ ) : δ ≤ γ) with x ∈ A. Since H γ covers H, find a B ∈ H γ with y ∈ B. Then we have
More generally, the following analogues of Menger's Product Theorem hold for the dimension function dim nbd : Theorem 14. For (H, * ) and (K, * ) topological groups and (K, * ) finite dimensional, and dim nbd (H) = α + n where α is a limit ordinal and 0 ≤ n < ω,
Proof: Consider the case when n > 0. Let the dimension of K be k. Then write K = k+1 j=1 K j where each K j is zero-dimensional. Also, write α = k+1 j=1 S j where each S j has order type α. For each j let σ j be a winning strategy for TWO in the game G α+n c (O nbd , O) played on H × K j as in Theorem 13. Now play the first α innings as follows: In inning γ < α first identify j with γ ∈ S j . Then put
After α innings, TWO has completed α innings in each of the games associated with H × K j , using a winning strategy for each of the corresponding games. Thus, for each j, the uncovered part of H × K j has dimension less than or equal to n. By Theorem 4 the union of these k sets has dimension at most k · n−1 = dim(H)· n−1. By Theorem 15 of [4] covering this requires no more than k · n additional innings.
Analogous arguments can be used to prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 15.
For (H, * ) and (K, * ) topological groups and (K, * ) countable dimensional, and dim nbd (H) a successor ordinal,
Theorem 16.
For (H, * ) and (K, * ) topological groups and (K, * ) countable dimensional, and dim nbd (H) a limit ordinal,
The union theorem
For finite dimensional metric spaces we have the following classical theorem:
Theorem 17 (Union Theorem). If X and Y are finite dimensional subspaces of a metric space Z then
A corresponding theorem holds for dim nbd . First we define, as in [6] , for ordinals α and β the "sum" α ⊕ β as follows: Write α = α + m and β = β + n where α and β are limit ordinals or zero and m, n < ω.
Theorem 18 (Union Theorem). If X and Y are subspaces of a separable metric
Proof: Choose winning strategies σ X and σ Y for TWO in the corresponding games of the corresponding lengths. If α > β , then write β = S 1 ∪ S 2 where S 1 and S 2 are disjoint sets, each of order type β . During the first β innings, if the inning number is in S 1 , TWO plays the strategy σ X , and if the inning number is in S 2 , TWO plays σ Y . After these innings TWO plays σ Y for the next finite number of innings until Y is covered, and then plays σ X the rest of the innings until X is also covered. This takes α innings in total. A similar argument shows that if α < β , then TWO wins the game on X ∪ Y in β innings. Thus assume that α = β . Then using the above schedule based on S 1 and S 2 we see that after α innings the uncovered part of X is m − 1-dimensional, and the uncovered part of Y is n − 1-dimensional. By Theorem 17 the dimension of the uncovered part of X ∪ Y is at most m + n − 1. Thus, covering this part requires at most m + n additional innings.
Discussion of examples.
In the analysis of examples below we are using the following general fact:
Theorem 19. Let X be a completely metrizable separable metric space with compactification L(X) as in Theorem 3. Assume that for each natural number n we
Example 1: M By Theorem 8 and the fact that M is a subspace of K we have dim nbd (M) = ω + 1, and
Example 2: K As noted earlier, dim G (K) = ω + 1 = dim nbd (K). It was shown in [5] that for each n dim(K n ) ≤ ω · n + 1, and thus by Theorem 8,
Example 3: V Examination of Example 1.1 in [11] shows that J. van Mill and R. Pol constructed a complete separable metric space space V such that dim G (V) ≤ ω · 2, and yet dim G (V × V) = ω 1 . The space V has the following property:
where X is countable dimensional, and for any closed subset C of V disjoint from X, C is countable dimensional. Now let L(V) be a compactification of V as in
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1 we are done. Thus, assume that n > 1 and that for all k < n we have already verified that dim
k+1 . Since (L X) n is countable dimensional, during the first ω innings of the game, TWO covers this part. The complement of what TWO has covered is compact, being a closed subset of a compact space. The projection of this compact set on each coordinate axis is compact, and a subset of Y , thus compact and countable dimensional. Let C be the union of these n projections. By the induction hypothesis dim G (L(V) n−1 ) ≤ ω · n. But then as L(V) n−1 is compact, Theorem 32 of [5] 
Applying Theorems 8 and 19 we find that for each n,
Example 4: E By similar arguments we find that dim nbd (E n ) ≤ ω · (n + 1) for each positive integer n. Recall that there is a metric on E 2 in which it does not have the Haver property. But dim nbd (E n ) ≤ ω · (n + 1) implies that E n is Haver bounded in all translation invariant metrics of C[0, 1]. Thus, the metric in which the square of E does not have the Haver property does not extend to a translation invariant metric on C[0, 1].
Example 5: F Examination of this example shows that dim G (F) = ω + 1. By Theorem 8 dim nbd (F) ≤ ω + 1. But since F is not countable dimensional, we have dim nbd (F) = ω + 1. Then by Theorem 13, for any zero-dimensional metric space B, dim nbd (F × B) = ω + 1. But there is a zero-dimensional set B of real numbers for which
F is in fact a subspace of C × K, where C is the Cantor discontinuum. Since for each positive integer n, C n is homeomorphic to C, results of [5] imply that
Example 6: G The proof of (17) of [13] shows that for each space A of cardinality less than 2 ℵ0 , the space A × T has dim G (A × T ) = ω + 1. A rough analysis of the space T constructed for Proposition 5.1 of [13] reveals that for each positive integer n we have dim G (T n ) ≤ ω ω (the least countable ordinal that exceeds ω n for each n). Thus there is a vector subspace T of 2 such that dim G ( T ) ≤ ω ω , and T is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of T . It follows that the Menger subspace S of T constructed for Proposition 5.1 of [13] generates a vector subspace G = S of T which still has the Menger property, and which contains a homeomorphic copy of S as a closed subspace. By Theorem 8, dim nbd (G) ≤ ω ω , and yet dim G (G) = ω 1 .
The space R N is hereditarily Lindelöf. By a theorem of P. Daniels and G. Gruenhage [8] TWO wins the game G N as a subgroup of subgroup of (R N , +) also has S c (O nbd , O) and by Theorem 5 of [5] we have that it must be selectively screenable. But by a theorem of J. Nagata, the Hilbert cube is strongly infinite dimensional and so it cannot be selectively screenable.
Considered as vector space the algebraic dimension of R N , written dim alg (R N ), is 2 ℵ0 . We have for each finite n that dim nbd (R n ) = n = dim alg (R n ). 
Remarks
As the reader may have noticed, for the infinite dimensional spaces for which we have information about dim nbd , this information is mostly in terms of upper bounds, with the obvious lower bound being ω + 1. We suspect that our upper bounds are in fact sharp.
Example
ω 1 ω 1 We have also not explored the question whether dim nbd depends on the ambient group in which it is being computed. It seems important to know for which spaces X the dimension dim nbd (X) depends on the group into which X is embedded as subspace.
Question 1: Is dim nbd (X) independent of the group into which X is embedded as subspace?
There are other well-known dimension functions that were introduced for compact metrizable spaces by R. Pol [16] and by P. Borst [6] and [7] . These dimension functions assign ordinals larger than ω to some countable dimensional spaces, but it appears that these have not been computed for even classical examples such as K . It is not known how dim nbd is related to the dimension functions of Pol and of Borst. 
